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Topics and Format of Midterm
• Short answer and multiple choice
• 3 levels of questions
– A: What’s the ideal packet size for these requirements?
– B: What’s the tradeoff?
– C: Is this packet corrupt?
• Media access protocols
– ALOHA
– Slotted ALOHA
– TDMA strategy (telephone lines)
– FDMA
– What are differences, advantages of each?
• Binary backoff
– Given we have x number of collisions, when do we expect next collisions, example question
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Questions
• WireShark Homework explanation
– We had 3 unique IP addresses
– Router is often the lowest value on the subnet, often ends with 1.1
– Use this to figure out the router
– Use the ARP messages to discover which MAC addresses are using
the same IP addresses and stealing traffic
• Manchester Encoding
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– Two versions: GE and IEEE standards
– IEEE standard is the one that makes sense and is a reverse of GE
– We have a clock and we have data. The idea is to encode the clock
and data together.
– Take the clock and XOR with the signal.

Why is this interesting? Every ethernet frame starts with a preamble (a
series of 1’s and 0’s that ends in 11) which allow you to recover the clock
– where it started and how fast it was running. The result has the same
periodicity as it was encoded so we can know for example if an up tick
lasted for one 1 or two 1’s.
• Given an IQ modulation
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– We have two bits per quadrant on the IQ plot. We have 1000 wavelengths per second, so we have 2 bits * 1000 cycles per second = 2000
bps.
– How does encoding affect noise?
– More packed together IQ plot points due to higher QAM will translate to more noise and errors. We then must use error correction
schemes.
• CRC
– CRC: detect errors
– Bit parity: odd parity and even parity
– 2D parity allows us to detect errors in both rows and columns
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– The middle bit doesn’t line up. Because the middle row is supposed
to have an odd number of ones as is the middle columns. So we can
know the middle bit is corrupted and flip it to 0
– Decide ahead of time on our generator G
– G = 11, 1 - G = CRC, so length 1
– Given packet 10101, the last 1 will be the CRC value
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– When doing long division if it’s not corrupted, you will get no remainder
– Steps:
∗ Check the first bit of the binary value you’re dividing by. If it’s
1, 1 goes up top
∗ Take number on top and multiply by the generator
∗ XOR the result with the number
∗ Bring down the next digit

• Example of calculating CRC value from a packet:
– 1010
– G = 11
– So going from data to packet + CRC. Start with the packet, divide
by generator, and then the remainder value added on the end is the
last CRC bit.
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• TCAMS
– Hardware solution to fast prefix matching
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– Given some packet, say IP address of 1010 and we want the longest
prefix match?
– We could store all of these in a memory bank
– Search in parallel until we stop matching the prefix. Top two lines
match but the top is the longer prefix
– So we use a priority encoder (opposite of a mux) and determine which
line in one clock cycle
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• BGP protocol and hijacking
– Internet consists of connected Autonomous Systems
– Gateway routers connect AS’s to each other
– One AS advertises that you can get to destination X through me
– The receiving AS tells another AS you can get to destination X
through Y
– Destination Y is a hijacked malicious destination that should not be
trusted but is
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